
PREMIUM WHOLESALE CANNABIS PRODUCTS



VISUALS

At Rev Wholesale, everything we do is based on our 

customer relationships and the ongoing support of  

your business. We offer a full line of premier cannabis 

products, from popular favorites to unexpected  

novelties. Our complimentary services include  

marketing and merchandising assistance, while our 

dedicated sales reps provide an unmatched level of  

attention to your needs. It all combines to help you 

grow your business with greater ease and assurance.

Come tour our grow facility and meet our team.  

We invite you to learn everything about everything  

we can do for you.
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Papi 

I am no stranger to the healing power of  
cannabis. I work with my partners to carefully  

select flower that will produce the power and  
effect that I have always been expected to deliver.

Papi Cannabis features a collection of my personal  
favorites from infused blunts to salves to Dominican  
Chocolate, and I am proud to share them with you.  
- David Ortiz

PREMIUM CANNABIS 
BY DAVID ORTIZ
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Born out of his passion for performance, the Papi premium brand of cannabis reflects David Ortiz’s belief in the flow of 
the flower and its ability to help you live your best life. “Cannabis has helped me relax, sleep better, manage stress, and heal 
physically,” says Ortiz. “I look forward to sharing Papi Cannabis and my personal journey to help people understand all 
its benefits”. Rolled in Fitchburg, Massachusetts at Rev Farms’ state-of-the-art facility, Papi sweet sluggers use only the best 
flower from some of David’s favorite strains.

Papi Sweet Sluggers are made with only 
high-potency, freshly-ground whole 
flower. Rolled in a tobacco-free green 
tea blunt wrap for a smooth taste and 
even burn, these pre-rolled blunts are 
powerful and consistent, just like Papi. 
Available in 1 gram pre-rolled single 
blunts packaged in a doob tube made 
of 100% reclaimed ocean plastic or a 
convenient three-pack complete with  
a box of Papi Brand matches.
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Papi — Vape, Salve, Infused Blunts and Chocolate
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Swing for the fences with Papi’s new Moonshot vape line:

Orange Dreamsicle, Caribbean Chemdawg, Mango Pineapple Haze, 
Strawnana Dream and Apple Smacks! As you’d expect, these vapes pack  
a punch of Caribbean flair and flavor to create the perfect effect.  
Immerse yourself in an array of botanical terpenes like Caribbean  
Pineapple, Mango Haze, Green Apple, Orange Creamsicle 
 and Strawnana. Get ready for some Tropical transcendence.  
Whether you’re winding up, winding down or simply  
going with the flow, Papi’s got you covered.
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Made with only high-potency, freshly-ground whole flower and infused with hash oil. 
Rolled in a tobacco-free green tea blunt wrap for a smooth taste and even burn, these 
pre-rolled blunts take our standard Sweet Sluggers to a whole new level.

Coming Soon 777



Elbow Grease is a potent all-in-one salve crafted with a blend of cannabinoids, terpenes, 
and activating botanicals for immediate and long-lasting relief. Formulated with organic 
US grown hemp along with menthol, eucalyptus, arnica oil, and lavender, all in a creamy 
shea butter, MCT oil, and mango butter base to provide comprehensive anti-inflammatory 
and soothing effects.

Coming Soon
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Papi’s Choco Blasts celebrates his Dominican roots with  
a variety of tropical inspired chocolates created with single 
origin, responsibly sourced Dominican cacao.

Coming Soon
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Mile 62 — Flower and Prerolls

See the world from another perspective 62 Miles up where space begins. Mile 62 is Rev’s 
newest class of grower curated flower that’s truly out of this world. Featuring a mix of 
legendary and unique genetics and undergoing several rounds of pheno-hunting, these 
cultivars received extra time and attention from seedling to dispensary counter. Mile 62 
strains are always hand trimmed, and grower selected for their intense flavors, aromas, 
high TAC and terpene content.

Single Prerolls: Ready for liftoff. Packaged in  
a compact plastic carrying tube for convenient  
consumption, our 0.5g and 1g prerolls are  
packaged in a Sana Ocean Tube made with  
100% ocean-bound and reclaimed  
ocean plastic that is Oceanworks  
GuaranteedTM and 100% HDPE  
(#2 recyclable).  
Available in 0.5g and 1g sizes.

Each Mile 62 Preroll contains the high-octane  
flower that you can always expect when you see  
the Mile 62 logo.

3-Pack: Race to space with our  
convenient 3pk of 0.5g prerolls. 
Crack the top of the box and  
ignite to reach the cosmos.
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Mile 62 — Melts

Mile 62 Melts are high-octane solventless concentrates, skillfully crafted with the same  
ingenuity and passion that got us to the moon. Building on the painstaking work of  
explorers and extraction artists risking their freedom before us, the next frontier in dabs  
is here. Fueled with only the best plants, expect a tasty trip to the cosmos.

Live Hash Rosin: Created from 
pressing high-grade bubble 
hash from single source, fresh 
frozen whole plant material. 
This process results in a tasty 
concentrate that encompasses 
the full spectrum of terpenes 
and cannabinoids from the orig-
inal flower strain. Each batch of 
live bubble hash is screened by 
micron grade and hand selected 
for pressing to en-
sure a premium 
end product 
every time.

Cold Cured Live Hash Rosin:  
It takes everything you know and 
love about Live Hash Rosin and 
kicks it into hyperdrive. We start 
by pressing high-grade bubble 
hash from single source, fresh fro-
zen whole plant material, then jar 
it up to be stored in a cool envi-
ronment for over 2 months. Over 
this time, we monitor the jars and 
stir any terpene separation. This 
time and labor-intensive process 
results in a Live Hash Rosin with 

a badder type consistency we 
know you’ll enjoy.

Live Bubble Hash: Created from 
washing select single source, fresh 
frozen whole plant material. The 
live wash is screened by micron 
grade for quality and freeze dried 
to remove any moisture. This 
results in a premium live bubble 
hash that retains the full spec-
trum of terpenes and cannabi-
noids of the original strain. Take 
the potency and taste of your 
joint or bowl to the moon with 
this versatile concentrate.

Live Traditional Hash: One-of-a-kind 
concentrate created using ancient 
techniques, refined through the years 
by trailblazers in the hash realm. We 
start by creating live bubble hash from 
washing select single source, fresh 
frozen whole plant material. The live 
wash is screened by micron grade for 
quality and freeze dried to remove any 
moisture. We then take the live bubble 
hash and hand roll into balls, utilizing 
a technique created by Hash Master, 
Frenchi Cannoli. The resulting live 
temple ball hash can be pulled apart 
to enjoy in a joint or bowl to boost 
potency and flavor to new heights.121212
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Ace Weidman’s — Prerolls & Session Pouches

Ace Weidman’s is a blend of high quality flower derived from  
popcorn buds that are not quite big enough to be sold as premium 
flower. This flower contains the same terpene and cannabinoid profile 
of our best flower and comes from our grow facility in Fitchburg, MA. 

Prerolls & Preroll Packs  
Available in half gram and full gram singles and 
multipacks. Multipack prerolls are packaged in 
a clean and compact cardboard carrying case  
for convenient consumption and  
concealment. Our single  
prerolls are packaged in  
a dube tube created  
from recycled  
ocean plastic.

Session Pouches  
An economical half-ounce of pre-ground 
house blend flower. Rolling papers included.
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Fruit Chews: Finished in a citric acid & sugar coating, i am edible’s 
new fruit chew formulation boasts new & improved mouth feel. 
Chew with ease, chew with these! Each chew is infused with  
precise doses of Cannabis oil distillate, and are a great choice for  
a long-lasting therapeutic effect. Trans-fat free, Gluten free, Vegan.

Chocolate Bars: Each bar has 20  easy to separate sections for 
consistent and accurate dosing. i am edible offers silky smooth milk 
chocolate with premium  quality cannabinoid infusions.

i am edible — Infused Provisions

i am edible is our line of flavorful, medicated edibles. 
Combining specific cannabinoids for a desired effect 
along with confectionery expertise, i am edible is  
reliably consistent, easy to dose, and one of the finest 
assortments of edibles on the market. Features many 
flavors, seasonal varieties, and strengths.
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i am edible — Infused Provisions
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Through our Know Your Farm initiative, we’re committed 
to consider the supply chains of all our ingredients — every-
thing from when and where it’s produced, how it’s produced, 
to its incorporation into the final product. We’ve partnered 
with new vendors throughout the world that align with our 
mindset of taking care of the earth and its inhabitants.

I am edible’s sugar producer, Natíve Sugar, regenerates their 
soil. By focusing on soil health and biodiversity, integrating 

FRUIT CHEWS
• Organic sugar from Santo Antoño, Brazil
• Fair-Trade
• Gluten free & vegan
• Carbon-neutral sugar

CHOCOLATE BARS
• Sustainable growing practices
• Supports Farming Communities
• Fully Traceable Cacao
• Made with real cocoa butter-based chocolate

sustainability at all levels of their operation, and ensuring 
social fairness to farmworkers, Natíve’s Green Cane Project 
has been long recognized as the model for sustainability.

Cacao and coffee are destructive industries, and the com-
modity chocolate industry is rife with child labor. I am 
edible’s partnership with Republica Del Cacao guarantees 
positivity with every morsel – from the bean to bar!
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For Play

Argenine - AKG — Commonly used as a sexual supplement to get 
“pumped up” and has a gentle vasodilating property that increases 
blood flow and oxygen delivery.

Kava Kava Root Extract (Kava) — Kava Kava has long been used to 
reduce the stress and anxiety that can get between you 
and your partner to achieve that peak experience.

Long Jack — Plant compound originating in southeast Asia that has 
been used for boosting sexual performance and libido in both men 
and women.

Horny Goat Weed — is an herb that has been a  
traditional remedy in China for centuries. It’s used to treat  
low libido and erectile disfunction.  

Beta-Alanine (B-Alanine) — Amino acid produced  
naturally in the body, known to increase performance  
and endurance.

Give into your Cravings!

For Play pairs luscious chocolate with a pharmacist-crafted blend of sensual herbs to elevate performance and pleasure 
in the bedroom. Experience mind-blowing sex with For Play’s unique blend of aphrodisiac herbs and cannabinoids,  
scientifically designed to enhance stamina, arousal and sensitivity and decrease anxiety. Created for partners of all  
preferences to make every experience in the bedroom a memorable one... it’s time For Play
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Chosen One

Preserving the sanctity of dank with an elite lineup of tissue culture grown strains from 
breeders across the nation. From humble beginnings to your local dispensary, these strains 
are developed to match the true genetic profile of the one-and-only original strain created by 
its breeder. Expect nothing but fire from each strain chosen.

Available in 1/8ths only
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Chosen One has conjured up  
the west coast’s Califari for an 
epic bag art collaboration to 
tell the story and discover the 
personality of these select tissue 
culture strains by combining 
great art with the great flower.
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Topicas — Topical Ointments and Creams

Our brand of luxurious massage oils, lotions and creams  
take a natural approach to wellness by combining the  
medicinal benefits of cannabis with essential skin  
care products. Topicas provides temporary relief from  
soreness, discomfort, and inflammation without the  
cerebral effects of consuming cannabis. Crafted with   
a comprehensive approach to total health, our topicals 
use shea butter and coconut oil to  nourish the skin.  
The combined effects of THC and select botanicals  
make this a favorite in the medicinal market.  
Available in 1:1 Meditate, 1:1 Recovery, 2:1 Chill,  
and 4:1 Cooling Mint CBD.
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REV FARMS
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Nestled in Central Mass you’ll find Rev Clinic’s grow, home to some 
of the most beloved cannabis in the commonwealth. Tended by our 
team of expert growers through all stages of cultivation, Rev’s plants get 
the care and support they need to flourish into the premium buds you 
know and enjoy. 
 
Rev Farms includes fresh flower sourced from select partners as well as 
our own house flower; grown in a state-of-the-art production facility 
with passion and supported with environmental controls, tried and true 
agricultural techniques, and sustainable growing practices. Our di-
verse stable of strains includes patient favorites, up and coming strains, 
breeder’s cut tissue culture varieties as well as winners from rounds of 
pheno-hunting.

Available in 1/8ths only
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Astaria — Restored Self

Designed to capture the forces of nocturnal oracles and falling stars, Astaria is our  
line of premium sleep products. It’s available in a variety of forms, including vaporizer  
cartridges, hibernation chews and capsules. All Astaria products are thoughtfully 
crafted using a custom terpene blend, along with THC or CBN cannabinoids for peak 
performance and a good night’s sleep.
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Vape Cartridge: Astaria’s proprietary 
formula targets the underlying issues 
that limit restful sleep, including: 
physical discomfort, anxiety, and 
sleeplessness by delivering psychoac-
tive pain relieving THC, inflammation 
and anxiety fighting CBD, and sleep 
inducing CBN. Consumers report  
falling asleep faster, staying asleep 
longer, and feeling more rested.

Hibernation Fruit Chews: Sleep like a bear with 
our new Astaria Hibernation Fruit Chews! These 
calming Blueberry Basil Fruit Chews are created 
with a low dose blend of CBD, THC and melaton 
in to encourage sleep and promote restfulness. 
These Fruit Chews will leave you drifting off  
to sleep among the clouds. Say Good Night  
to insomnia and workday stress and wake up  
feeling refreshed.
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MXR — Light Infusions

Sublingual tinctures provide patients 
with a simple and quick dosing method 
that doesn’t involve combustion or  
consuming sweet confections. Each  
of our four distinct formulas are a  
mixture of isolated cannabinoids,  
cannabis-derived terpenes,  
and a blend of homeopathic  
herbs to achieve a range of  
desired effects.

Propel: Our first MXR tincture is Propel - which is a high energy THC formulation. Propel’s 
ingredient trifecta for it’s uplifting effect includes: Lemon and basil essential oils, Limonene 
(citrus terpene found in fruit peels) and Super Lemon Haze terpene profile (high in humulene, 
b-caryophyllene, and limonene).

Harmonize: Harmonize: Utilizing a 4:1 ratio of CBD to THC, Harmonize is designed for focus 
and relaxation. Perfect for yoga, meditation, and overall wellness, this unique blend contains 
CBD and essential oils blended for relaxed yet aware effects. Along with CBD, this tincture 
features a Digestive Blend and Dog Walker terpenes.

Focus: (Formally Quench) A 1:1 THC/CBD ratio created to add focus and fun to any situation. 
Perfect for socializing with friends, good conversation, creative endeavors, or a round of golf, 
where some have found it to be the ultimate “swing oil.”  This MXR  contains orange essential 
oil, pinene, limonene and a Sour Diesel strain terpene profile.

Sleep: It’s something we can’t live without, and so is this dreamy potion. A robust 
dose of CBN (sleep inducing) makes this tincture a must have for restless nights star-
ing at the alarm clock. Packed with citrus bliss (citrus bliss: orange, lemon, grape-
fruit, tangerine and clementine peels with bergamont and vanilla bean absolute) 
and a Blue Dream strain profile, there’s no better way to get some shut eye.

Swing Oil: Find the perfect addition to your lineup of Summer products!  
This seasonal drop is a hole-in-one for the golfer who enjoys a little green on the 
green. Relax your body and your mind. See that dimpled sphere like never before. 
Balance and tempo are yours for the taking. Reach back, trust your swing and hit it 
on the screws like you know you can.303030
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MXR — Stir It Up Beverage Infuser

Rev Clinics and Rev Brands are mixing up the cocktail game with MXR’s Stir It Up! 
This line of rapid onset infused syrups (utilizing Azuca Fast-Acting formulation) are 
a flavorful pairing of distilled cannabis oil and terpenes to deliver strain specific results 
in an easy to dose format. Mix with sparkling water for an easy drinking and refreshing 
cannabis beverage or get creative and design your own mocktail! Available in 3 tasty 
varieties, Watermelon, Raspberry and Plasmic Cooler (1:1)

Much better value than canned beverages!
 • Better value ($/mg) vs. Canned Beverages in MA by 7 times

Dosing and storage:
 •  Make your preferred dose and easily measure different  

doses as needed
 • Choose which type of beverage to infuse
 • No storage or refrigeration issues

Formulation
 •  Made with organic fair-trade sugar
 •  Azuka powered for fast-acting effects;  

formulated for a much quicker onset of  
2-15 minutes compared to the standard  
hour or more of traditional infusions.323232
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X-Trates — Vaporizer Cartridges and RSO

Our line of high-quality extraction products,  
this umbrella brand of cartridges, applicators,  
ready pens and concentrates are designed to  
deliver superior quality to both budget-minded  
and refined cannabis users.X-TRATES

X-Trates RSO: Rick Simpson Oil (RSO) is a full 
spectrum extract of cannabis oil. It is a highly con-
centrated cannabis oil that contains all compounds 
from the cannabis plant in the extraction. It is also 
commonly known as Rick Simpson Oil, named 
after Rick Simpson who developed the product that 
helped cure his skin cancer. RSO has been report-
ed by patients to help treat a variety of debilitating 
conditions such as Multiple Sclerosis, Parkinson’s, 
arthritis, cancer and epilepsy. The idea of “whole 
plant medicine”- utilizing the full spectrum of 
therapeutic compounds, cannabinoids, and terpenes 
cannabis has to offer - is what makes RSO stand out 
from other oils. Whole plant extracts deliver the 
most powerful entourage effect.

RSO is not for smoking, but can be used as a topical 
or ingested orally. It is dark in color and often 
administered via an oral syringe or used in capsules. 
Due to its tendency to be much stronger than other 
cannabis oils, it is usually taken in doses no larger 
than a grain of rice.
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X-Trates CO2: Featuring wide-spectrum 
cannabinoid extract, our CO2 oil is designed 
to be effective, flavorful, and economical. 
Like all of our products, X-Trates is NEVER 
mixed with propylene-glycol, glycerin,  
or any other cutting agents.

X-Trates 3D: Carefully crafted, 3D  
Pure Distillate vaporizer cartridges  
feature a highly refined oil containing  
pure cannabinoids and infused terpenes.  
3D comes in many different strain varieties. 
This product is for the discerning cannabis 
user that wants only the purest, high  
potency product.

X-Trates Full Spectrum: X-trates Full 
Spectrum Vape Carts features pure cannabis 
oil with cannabinoids and cannabis-derived 
terpenes from a single batch of flower.
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X-Trates — Concentrates
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X-TRATES

Rosin: Our rosin is created by simply applying   
heat and pressure to dried cannabis to create   
a pure, solventless cannabis concentrate. Made  
using  only heat and pressure, Rosin is a concentrate  
that retains a full spectrum of its cannabinoid  and  
terpene profile. 

Live Sugar: Our live sugar is made using terpene-rich  
concentrate derived from an ethanol-based fresh frozen  
cannabis extraction. It is heated and purged in a vacuum 
oven under specific conditions that allow for THCA to  
separate from terpenes and other flavonoids, forming  
crystals, a.k.a. “sugar.” Live sugar has the consistency  
of clumps of sugar in a syrupy, honey-like sauce.

Kief: Our kief deploys the simplest form of  extraction —  
the crystalline trichomes sifted from cannabis flower through 
a mesh screen. Kief is the sift that  is often found at the  
bottom of a Flower grinder. Kief is composed mostly of  
the sticky crystal like trichomes that contain the highest 
concentration of  cannabinoids and terpenes. 
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KIVA 

WHO WE ARE — Kiva was founded 
 in 2010 with a clear mission -  
change how the world views and  
uses cannabis for the better.  
Frustrated by the inconsistent,  
low-quality edibles available at  
the time, a young couple began  
making chocolate bars out of  
their Bay Area home kitchen.  
Today, our award-winning edibles  
are the most trusted, recommended  
and sought-after edibles available. 
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Pineapple Habanero:
5mg THC Per Serving 
100mg THC Per Package

Wild Berry:
5mg THC Per Serving 
100mg THC Per Package

ABOUT CAMINO — While physical roads  
take you to a physical place, Camino (“road”  
in Spanish) takes you to a state of mind.  
Camino Gummies use custom combinations  
of THC, CBD, CBN, and natural terpenes  
to create a highly-tailored edible experience  
that’s uniquely transporting.

Watermelon Lemonade:
5mg THC Per Serving 
100mg THC Per Package

Wild Cherry:
5mg THC Per Serving 
100mg THC Per Package

Midnight Blueberry:
5mg THC Per Serving/  
1mg CBN  
100mg THC Per Package/ 
20mg CBN

Yuzu Lemon:
5mg THC Per Serving/ 
5mg CBD  
100mg THC Per Package/ 
100mg CBD
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KIVA 

Milk Chocolate   
Sea Salt Caramel:  
5mg THC per serving      
100mg THC 
per package

Milk Chocolate  
Milk & Cookies:
5mg THC per serving   
2mg CBN per serving 
100mg THC per package

Dark Chocolate  
Espresso Beans: 
5mg THC Per Serving  
100mg THC Per Package

Milk Chocolate  
Blueberry:  
5mg THC Per Serving  
100mg THC Per Package

In  2014, Kiva launched Terra Bites, an innovative chocolate whose convenient, delicious, 
and shareable format soon made them one of California’s most popular edible products 
for multiple years running. Like Kiva’s Bars, Terra is made of sustainably-sourced cacao 
infused with cold water hash for a richer, fuller cannabis experience. 
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Churro: 
5mg THC Per Serving 
100mg THC Per Package

Midnight Mint:  
5mg THC Per Serving/  
2mg CBN 
100mg THC Per  
Package/ 40mg CBN

Milk Chocolate: 
5mg THC Per Serving 
100mg THC Per Package

Blackberry:  
5mg THC Per Serving 
100mg THC Per Package

Dark Chocolate: 
5mg THC Per Serving 
100mg THC Per Package

Meet the chocolates that raised the bar for edibles everywhere.  
Since the beginning, our brand’s high standards guided us towards 
using sustainably sourced cacao infused with the best locally-sourced
cannabis. The superior taste, precise effects, and rich experience is  
one that both chocolate and cannabis connoisseurs alike will love.
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KIVA 

ABOUT PETRA
These highly portable, decidedly poppable, and precisely-dosed cannabis 
mints boast rich flavors ranging from spicy to sour to sweet. Each mint 
contains just 2.5MG of THC or less per serving, making it easy to find 
your optimal dose and enhance any and every experience.

BLACKBERRY CBN *sugar-free: 
2.5mg THC Per Serving /  
100mg THC Per Package  
1mg CBN Per Serving /  
40mg CBN Per Package

MOROCCAN MINT *sugar-free: 
2.5mg THC Per Serving /  
100mg THC Per Package  

SAIGON CINNAMON *sugar-free: 
2.5mg THC Per Serving /  
100mg THC Per Package  

TART CHERRY *sugar-free: 
2.5mg THC Per Serving /  
100mg THC Per Package 
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ABOUT LOST FARM
Lost Farm isn’t a place, it’s a conviction — a belief that propels rare seekers on an endless drive 
for perfection. For Kiva, it’s a vision that the perfect strain and the ideal edible lies just within 
reach. Here, we immortalize a fresh cannabis plant at harvest and transform it into an amber 

nectar known as “live resin.” Harmoniously combined with fruit flavors that enhance each  
singular strain’s unique appeal, the result is a full-sensory, ultra-fresh, and extra-strength edibles. 

NOVICES NEED NOT APPLY 434343



Mr. Moxey’s Mints
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Sex Papaya: Get lost in 
the soft sounds and warm, 
sparkling waves of the 
Caribbean Sea lapping at 

the shore as you get busy 
with the rich, sweet, and juicy taste 
of the Sex Papaya Fruit Chews. 
Known for its creamy flavor with 
hints of cantaloupe, mango, and 
pumpkin, the papaya has been 
a staple of Mesoamerican and 
Caribbean agriculture for centu-
ries. A 1:1 CBD:THC formulation 
provides laid-back euphoria from 
the THC that works in concert 
with the CBD to boost relaxation 
and set the mood.
              100mg CBD: 100mg THC 

per Unit.

Party Passion Fruit: 
Feel the beat bang and 
dance the night away 
while enjoying the 
uplifting effects of the 

Party Passion Fruit Chews. Passion 
Fruit, also known in Latin America 
and the Caribbean as the granadilla 
or chinola, has sweet and tart notes 
similar to kiwi and pineapple that 
culminate in a vibrant explosion  
of tropical flavor. This all-THC 
fruit chew variety will ensure a 
relaxed and sociable feeling that’ll 
have you vibing with the beat of 
island classics.
100mg Thc Per Package

Love Lulo: Sway to the 
soft notes of Tropical mu-
sic with your boo thang 
while you savor the deli-
cious and complex flavor 

of Love Lulo Chews. Known as the 
lulo in its native country of Colom-
bia and as the naranjilla in Central 
America, this “little orange” has an 
intense and extraordinary taste. It 
combines citrusy aspects of lemon, 
lime, and pineapple, and tart fla-
vors of rhubarb and kiwi while still 
retaining sweetness to mellow it 
out. The 4:1 CBD:THC dosing  
of these fruit chews allows you  
to be clear-headed and uplifted 
while putting anxiety at ease.
200mg CBD: 50mg THC per Unit.

Relax Soursup: The 
smell of the lush tropi-
cal flora, the sounds of 
birds singing, the soft 
light of sunset across 

a beach horizon, let your mind 
bring you to an island far away 
with Relax Soursop Chews. This 
unique fruit boasts a custard apple 
flavor,  joined by notes of straw-
berry, citrus, banana, coconut, 
and mango to round out its juicy 
tropical profile. A pure CBD 
formulation, these fruit chews will 
leave you at ease like a hammock 
in the breeze.
300mg CBD per Unit.

Slow & Steady — Caribbean Fruit Chews

Slow & Steady edibles feature a unique lineup of Caribbean inspired fruit flavored 
chews slowly perfected over 40 nights of curing, delivering the most tasteful and 
steady, elevated experience. Transporting you on a vacation within.
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FOR WHOLESALE &  
LICENSING INQUIRIES,  

SCAN THE QR CODE  
AND FILL OUT THE  

CONTACT FORM.

WHOLESALE PURCHASING INFO 
Email: wholesale@revclinics.org 

Website: www.revbrands.org
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